Thank you for purchasing VSA Syndicate. VSA Syndicate is an indicator suite for the Metatrader 4 Platform.

The first step is installing the software. We have made the installation easy for the user.

1. Open VSASyndicateSetup.exe
2. Fill out your information, including your serial number and password, then click “Register”. If you want to demo the software, fill in your name and email, then click the “Demo” button. The software will connect to the internet to verify your installation.

The software will only work on the computer it is being installed on. If you want to add multiple computers, additional licenses can be purchased at www.VSASyndicate.com.
3. The installer will ask to select your Metatrader 4 Directory. Click “Browse” and search for your directory (EXAMPLE: C:\Program Files\Metatrader 4). Then click “OK.”
4. You will get a message saying “MT4 program installed success!”
5. When you open Metatrader 4, you can right click on a chart, go to Templates, and select VSA Syndicate 1.0 for a preset template.

These are the indicators included in the suite:

- VSA Syndicate 1.0 ADR
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 Candle Clock
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 Daily HiLo
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 Dashboard
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 Murrey Math
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 TEMA
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 Volume Bars
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 Volume Bars MTF
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 VSA Bars A
- VSA Syndicate 1.0 VSA Bars B

Here is a description for each indicator:

1. **VSA Syndicate 1.0 ADR**
   
   The Average Daily Range (ADR) indicator calculates the average daily high and average daily low from previous daily candles and plots a red line on the chart. These lines are labeled “ADR High” and “ADR Low.”
The ADR is a great indicator to use for potential profit-taking targets, or it can also be used as an overbought/oversold indicator to enter a long or short trade in the market. If the background (larger timeframes) shows signs of strength according to VSA principles, but the currency price is below the ADR low for the current day, I would look for a long entry once I see a solid VSA setup.

2. **VSA Syndicate 1.0 Candle Clock**

   This is a useful tool for counting down the time remaining until the current candle closes. It is very handy when you are watching the chart closely to scalp on smaller timeframes.

3. **VSA Syndicate 1.0 Daily HiLo**

   The Daily HiLo indicator simply plots the previous day’s High and Low on the chart with a dark dashed line. This is useful for Support/Resistance, and you can also use it to determine if there is a strong intraday trend taking place.

4. **VSA Syndicate 1.0 Murrey Math**

   This indicator is simply based on Murrey Math’s calculations applied to a 4 hour chart. Murrey Math is a great tool to use for Support and Resistance levels.
5. **VSA Syndicate 1.0 TEMA**

The TEMA is an indicator that displays two TEMA’s (Triple Exponential Moving Averages). Use this indicator for bullish/bearish crosses, and divergence from what the current price action is displaying. With the right interpretation of this indicator’s nuances, it becomes very powerful in trading FX.

6. **VSA Syndicate 1.0 Volume Bars**

This indicator is the heart of the VSA trading system. The Volume Bars indicator colors specific volume bars on the chart that indicate these VSA signals:

- High Volume Churn (Green)
- Climax Up Bar (Red)
- Low Volume Bar (Yellow)
- Low Volume Wide Range Bar (White)
- High Volume Churn + Climax Bar (Magenta)

The alert system built in VSA Syndicate Volume Bars can give you an alert in 4 different ways.

- **AlertEmail:** When set to true, you will receive an email giving you the alert signal. **NOTE:** You must have your email settings configured in Tools -> Options -> Email in Metatrader 4.

- **AlertSound:** When set to true, the indicator gives an alert for a VSA Volume Bar color change. You will hear an audible
voice speak which alert it is given. (i.e. “High Volume Churn Bar”) NOTE: If you enable AlertSound, I high recommend you disable the standard Alert Sound, so you do not hear both sounds simultaneously. To do this, go to Tools -> Options -> Events, scroll to “Alert” and double click it. This will place a red “X” on the bell icon, which means you disabled that sound.

- AlertPopup: When set to true, you will receive a popup notification within your Metatrader 4 platform. The alert will describe the pair, the VSA signal, the timeframe of the alert, and the server time that the alert was made.

- AlertNotification: When set to true, you will receive realtime push notifications to the Metatrader 4 app for iPhone and Android devices. You must first enable this in the platform by going here: Tools -> Options -> Notifications. Check the box to Enable Push Notifications, and follow the directions that it gives for finishing the process.

7. **VSA Syndicate 1.0 Volume Bars MTF**

   This indicator has the same function as the regular Volume Bars indicator, but you can enable multi timeframe alerts and multi-pair alerts without having multiple charts opened on the Metatrader 4 platform. NOTE: make sure you type the symbol the
way it appears in your Metatrader platform, such as “EURUSDm” in some micro accounts. You can decide which timeframes and which pairs you want the indicator to scan. This indicator is more of an extra indicator offered in the package.

8. Volume Bars A & B

When applied to the chart, this indicator will color the candle bars to correspond with the volume bar colors. It makes it easier to identify which candles had a VSA signal.